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Traité de tesmoings
et d’enqvestes (1546)

A Birthday and
a New Look for
A Legal Miscellanea

T

empora mutantur, nos et mutamur in illis.1
Loosely translated, “the times they are
a-changin’ and so are we.” 2013 begins the tenth
year of publication for A Legal Miscellanea, which
began life in the spring of 2004 as a single 8½ x
11 sheet, printed recto and verso. Over time, its
length crept up to the current maximum page
count of twenty (LM began to slip past its original
boundaries early on after we awoke to the difficulty
of constructing a miscellany in two pages).

T

he worn face of Guillaume
Jaudin’s Traité de tesmoings
et d’enqvestes cloaks a scarce first
edition of a mid-sixteenth century
French handbook for the conduct
of investigations, examination
of witnesses, and collection of
evidence in civil and criminal cases.
In its compact package it offers
opportunities for the modern reader
to glimpse the sway of Roman law
over early French legal procedure
through the lens of a manual aimed
in large part at providing guidelines
for assessing the competency and
credibility of witnesses. It is written in
the vernacular—Middle French—close
Continued on Page 2

Fast forward to 2013, the year of a university-wide
redesign of the GW logos, typefaces, fonts, and
colors used in its publications. So GW’s birthday
present to LM is the new design you see in this issue. The painted and gilded arms of owner
Mathieu Chartier, one of the five
The essentials—distressed fleur-de-lis, banner, and
jurisconsultes commissioned to redact
basic typeface—remain the same, with colors and
the 1580 Coutume de Paris.
fonts adjusted to harmonize with other university
publications and present a fresh, updated “feel.”
Apparently we were overdue for a design tweak; our GW graphics experts tell us they
prefer to perform face-lifts on the university’s publications approximately every four
years to revitalize visual appeal. Our design stood for ten years before its renovation.
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A Legal Miscellanea’s tenth anniversary handsel is the new “turn-the-page” format,
which replaces its former “scrolling” online presentation. This issue, along with
its predecessors, now offers an online codex format, in which the viewer turns the
1	“Times change and we change with them.” Attributed to the witty and mischievous epigrammatist John Owen
(c. 1560–1622), known as the “British Martial.” Owen was educated in the civil law at Oxford, and authored the
successful Epigrammatum. The present epigram ends with the seldom-quoted, pointed, and pessimistic “Quomodo?
fit semper tempore peior homo” (“How? Time passing makes man worse.”).
Continued on Page 6
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Civilis compilers, the Glossators, and the Commentators,
whom they believed had obscured and corrupted these
works, the Humanists set about to recover the classical
Roman jurists’ original words, and through this philological
excavation, to determine their historical meaning and
significance.1 The approach of the French Humanists tended
to suffuse the study and teaching of law to a greater degree
than its practice; courts and lawyers continued to adhere
to the tradition of Bartolus and the Commentators.
In the sixteenth century, a large professional corps of
lawyers practiced before learned judges in the elaborate
and bureaucratic French judiciary. The practice of law no
longer was a job for the layman; now, a familiarity with
legal reasoning and the complexities of the procedural law
required training in Roman and/or canon law to enable a
lawyer to navigate the system competently. Kings began to
mandate this legal training. In 1490, Charles VII issued an
ordonnance forbidding anyone from assuming the “status of
lawyer” who had not studied at a “université renommé” for five
years, and been found competent by the university; François
I followed up in 1519 with an ordonnance requiring a degree in
either civil or canon law (“in altero jurium”) to appear “en la
cour de parlement.”
Title page of Traité de tesmoings, showing its contemporary owners’ autographs.

upon the heels of François I’s 1539 ordonnance mandating use
of the French language in lieu of Latin for official acts and
legal procedural documents. This first edition of Traité de
tesmoings is notable for its female printer, Jeanne de Marnef,
who took the unusual step of printing the work under her
own name rather than presenting herself in traditional
fashion as “the widow of ” her deceased printer husband. And
who was author Guillaume Jaudin, and how did he compose
this work? We cannot answer these questions authoritatively,
but certain clues may point to credible possibilities.
Perspective: law and practice, France circa 1500s.
Amidst the ideological, cultural, and religious ferment of
the sixteenth century, the law in France was diverse and
evolving. The tapestry of coutumes in the north, subject to
royally-mandated documentation and redaction, continued
its conversion from oral tradition to recorded law; the
influence of Roman law persisted in the south; practitioners
were armed with the ius commune they studied in law school;
and Romano-canonical procedure governed in the French
courts. Proponents of the new French Humanism were
fashioning a fresh, yet antiquarian, approach to thinking
about the law. Captivated by the idea of what they perceived
as the authentic Roman law—the “pristine” classical
texts—and offended by the productions of the Corpus Iuris
2

Amidst the ideological, cultural, and
religious ferment of the sixteenth century,
the law in France was diverse and evolving.
About the manual. Traité de tesmoings demonstrates
that the royal insistence on achieving competency in the
learned law was not misplaced. This manual confirms the
continuing vitality of the Romano-canonical law tradition
in French procedural matters: the inquisitorial system,
the judge’s active role in it, and the dependence upon the
status and number of potential witnesses to determine
their credibility, all key features of Roman law, are front
and center throughout. The majority of statements in the
text are supported by citations to the Roman law and its
Commentators (with substantial reliance on Bartolus),
the Docteurs (early Glossators), and to other authorities,
including Innocent III, the pope associated with the origins
of the inquisitorial process in ecclesiastical practice. Jaudin
1	The humanist writer Rabelais (c. 1494–1553), though not a lawyer, felt competent to
comment on the “inept opinions” of some of the Commentators cited by Jaudin—
Bartolus, his pupil Baldus, and Panorme (among others)—“who never understood the
slightest law of the Pandects...ignorant of all that is necessary to understand the law.
Because it is certain that they did not know either Greek or Latin, but only Gothic
and the barbarous tongues” [translation JCM]. Frederic William Maitland, “English
Law and the Renaissance” in Select Essays in Anglo-American History, Vol. 1, American
Association of Law Schools (Boston: Little, Brown, and Company, 1907), 171, citing
Pantagruel, Book 2, Chap. 10.

		

notes where the authorities agree or disagree on a point,
draws distinctions, and sometimes includes hypotheticals
for illustration. He presumes a comfortable familiarity with
the civil and criminal procedure on the part of his readers,
and after treating general procedural matters such as the
timing of witness questioning, form of oaths of witnesses,
and confrontation of witnesses by the defendant in criminal
trials, he trains his focus on the specifics of assessing the
relative trustworthiness of the testimony of divers categories
of witnesses, and the judge’s role in these examinations.
Criminal procedure. Immediately evident are two of
the basics of criminal procedure in sixteenth-century
France: the system is inquisitorial (in contrast to the
accusatorial system typical of common law jurisdictions),
and a criminal proceeding is a multi-step process. Citing
Bartolus and Panorme, Jaudin provides a glimpse into part
of this process, stating that in any criminal matter one can
hold a general, preliminary inquiry [“enqueste generale &
preparatoire”], without formal summons of anyone (because
before the general inquiry, the judge cannot know to
summon any particular person, since he will not know who
committed the crime).2 But as soon as someone is charged
as a result of this preliminary inquiry, and one proceeds
against him by special inquiry, he must be present, or
called, to see the witnesses produced against him testify
under oath. Jaudin here describes the first stages of what
typically was a four-step process: preliminary inquiry,
examination of the accused, confrontation of witnesses,
and examination of defense witnesses. A fifth stage,
torture, came into play (led by the procureur (prosecutor))
if the defense were weak, yet the prosecutorial evidence
fell short. Under these circumstances, the procureur could
request examination of the accused under torture.3

The rules for assessing witnesses and the
admissibility and weight of their testimony
used Roman law procedure as their model.
Numbers counted; status counted.
The role of the judge. Jaudin’s emphasis on the judicial
role in examining and assessing witnesses in both civil and
criminal matters highlights the significant involvement of
the judge in the inquisitorial process. As an officer of the
state, the judge “is made responsible for investigating and
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assembling evidence upon which to rest rational judgment.”4
He is an especially active participant in the judicial process,
and among his duties is the responsibility for swearing in
witnesses and questioning them (and he cannot delegate
this duty). While he questions, the judge must observe the
witness closely for signs that he is not telling the truth:
talking too fast or too slowly, changes in his face (either
reddening or becoming pale), and trembling all could be
signs of mendacity to which the judge should remain alert.
Witnesses. The rules for assessing witnesses and the
admissibility and weight of their testimony used Roman
law procedure as their model. Numbers counted; status
counted. The Roman law rule treated the testimony of a
single witness as of no account; seven, or five witnesses,
depending upon the circumstances, were required to prove a
will, for instance. Jaudin follows suit: citing the Codex, he says
“la voix d’vn est la voix de nul” [“the voice of one is the voice
of none”]. According to Baldus, in order for the testimony
of a number of witnesses to be accepted on an issue, they
must all testify identically; otherwise, the weight of their
number is no better than a single witness [“Tant que mille
tesmoings singuliers ne font non plus de foy qu’vn seul”]. And per
Bartolus, in the case of expert witnesses, if there are several
in a locale, they all should be convened to testify; but if there
is only one, it is sufficient for him alone to testify to the issue
relating to his “art.” There is divergence of opinion on the
part of the authorities regarding the number of witnesses
required to disprove a public instrument: some say four or
five at minimum, another, two, and yet another, three.
The “honnête” witness. Numbers were only part of the
witness equation; another was social status. One’s social rank
determined legal status in Roman law beginning in the early
Empire; the distinguished honestiores fared better under the
law than the humble humiliores, with more lenient criminal
penalties and exemption from torture as an interrogation
method. In the witness arena, status and reputation granted
weight to testimony, a legal reality still embedded in the
procedure of sixteenth-century France. “Honestiores” are
now Jaudin’s “honnestes gens,”5 and their legal perquisites are
so naturally acknowledged that although Jaudin explicitly
addresses their station, one senses that he didn’t see the
need to belabor an understanding fundamental to him and
to those in his milieu. One of his examples: “Here are three
scholars, men-at-arms, or lawyers, who testify to the contrary
4 Langbein, 131.

2	Prejudicial language in Traité de tesmoings is not uncommon; after being charged, the
defendant in a criminal proceeding often is recast as le criminel.
3	John H. Langbein, Prosecuting Crime in the Renaissance: England, Germany, France
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1974), 239.

5	The difficult-to-define honnête as it appears in the expressions honnête homme or
honnêtes gens generally assumes high social standing (often nobility), honor, fine
reputation, blue-ribbon character, and often (but not necessarily) wealth. It was
a term which was to take on amplified meaning and special social and literary
significance in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century France.

3
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commercial-familial network linking several generations
of neighboring Parisian printer-booksellers.6 There were
many points of intersection among these families as well
as with other established printers, and a sampling of the
Jeanne de Marnef-era relationships reveals the following:
Jeanne de Marnef ’s father and uncles were booksellers and
printers, and her sister Denise de Marnef married printer
Ambroise Girault. Upon Girault’s death, Denise teamed
with brother Jérôme de Marnef. Jeanne married the noted
printer and bookseller Denys Janot, the scion of a family
of printers established on rue Neuve-Notre-Dame at the
sign of Saint-Jean-Baptiste. In 1543, Janot was appointed
“Imprimeur du roy en langue françoyse:” an honor, but also
a commercial boon, since it granted him a broad printing
license for works in the vernacular.7 When Janot died
(1544), Jeanne de Marnef continued his printing business
and associations. In 1546 she married one of his colleagues,
printer Estienne Groulleau, and they continued on at the sign
of Saint-Jean-Baptiste (“birthplace” of Traité de tesmoings).

…it was not uncommon for the widow of a
printer to continue her late husband’s trade
and maintain the business associations
forged during the marriage.
At the close of Traité de tesmoings, the Janot vase-and-thistle device.

of what five or six persons of mean estate, or manual arts,
have testified; certainly they should be preferred over the
others, by reason of their honnête condition and nobility.
And there is no presumption that they would want to say
anything against the truth.” In this scenario, the status of
honnête men conferred about twice the testimonial weight
carried by men of limited prestige. In another, the judge
would prefer “deux gens de bien, comme Chevaliers, ou autres
semblables, à trente personnes de mauvaise vie;” so, here the
testimony of two men of stature outweighed that of thirty
“low-lifes.” In a situation where the status of all the contrary
witnesses was equal, the greater number trumped the lesser.
The printer. Jeanne de Marnef belonged to the small
minority of women working in the printing industry in
sixteenth-century France, and Traité de tesmoings is one of
several works she printed under her own name. She was a
member of a family steeped in the printing tradition of Paris,
the preeminent book center of France, second to Venice as
the most important in Europe. The Marnef family and its
in-laws—together four families established in the book trade
(the Trepperels, Le Noirs, Janots, and Marnefs)—formed a

Though the male-dominated printing industry in early
modern France has been assessed as “at best cautiously open
to women, at worst misogynist,”8 it was not uncommon for
the widow of a printer to continue her late husband’s trade
and maintain the business associations forged during the
marriage. Typically, the widow would continue to print under
her husband’s name, or with the prefix “Veuve,” for example,
“Veuve Janot” (“the widow Janot”). What marks Marnef ’s
practice as unusual (although not unique) is her choice to
print under her “nom de fille” (maiden name). In certain
works, such as Traité de tesmoings, Marnef adds “veufue de
feu Denis Ianot” after naming herself as printer, but in other
works she identifies herself simply as “Jeanne de Marnef.”
Archival records and title page identifications indicate that
Marnef printed independently during the period 1545 to
1548;9 when after Janot’s death she married Groulleau, he
6

Graham Runnalls, “La Vie, la mort et les livres de l’imprimeur-libraire parisien Jean
Janot d’après son inventaire après décès (17 février 1522 n.s.),” Revue belge de philologie
et d’histoire 78, No. 3–4 (2000), 800.

7	Stephen Rawles, Denis Janot, Parisian Printer & Bookseller, (fl. 1529–1544): a
bibliographical study. Ph.D. thesis. (Warwick, UK: University of Warwick, 1976), 35,
36. http://wrap.warwick.ac.uk/34709/ Accessed 3/20/13.
8	Leah Chang, “The Gender of the Book: Jeanne de Marnef edits Pernette du Guillet,”
in Early Modern Women and Transnational Communities of Letters, ed. Julie D. Campbell,
et al. (Farnham, England; Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2009), 106.
9 Chang, 103.
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Lacking pertinent evidence, the meaning of Marnef ’s
choice to print under her own name is a matter for
conjecture; the reasons may have been personal, financial,
business-related, or a mix of these and others. Certainly
her own family name was prominent enough in the
Parisian printing world to ensure continued commercial
and professional recognition. Marnef also left her own
“mark” on Janot’s printer’s mark, if only for a brief while.
She had continued to use Janot’s device, a vase of thistles,
which appears at the close of Traité de tesmoings. While she
is known to have added her name to and removed initials
from this device, a practice that typically reflects changes
in business relationships, in Traité de tesmoings Janot’s
device remains intact. Marnef printed Traité de tesmoings
in cooperation with Vincent Sertenas, an associate of her
late husband with whom she worked frequently, and who
held the exclusive royal privilege to print and sell this
book. Sertenas had become “a leading procurer of royal
privileges,” and, relevant to legal publishing, had obtained in
1552 “an invaluable royal monopoly for official acts, edicts
and ordinances.”11 Estienne Groulleau also continued the
relationship with Sertenas and created his own variation
on the thistle printer’s mark used by Janot and Marnef.
Sleuthing: the book and its author. Traité de tesmoings
appears to have been a popular and useful enough work in
the mid-sixteenth century to have justified more than just
one outing in print. Indeed, its printing frequency seems
to paint it as the sort of book that Denys Janot would have
sought to issue near the beginning of his own independent
career in 1534, with an eye toward profitability: “safe,
saleable” and in the vernacular.12 Although Marnef printed
only the first edition, at least five editions in total of Traité
de tesmoings were printed over a ten-year period: three in
Paris (including a printing by Sertenas in 1556), and one
each in Avignon and Lyons. Jaudin appears as author of at
least two other works aimed at the practitioner: Le Train de
pratique, ou, Lordre iudiciaire contenant la forme de proceder en
toutes les instances de iugemẽ[n]t (Avignon: Francoys Tachet,
10	Chang, 105; Amboise Firmin-Didot, Essai typographique et bibliographique sur l’histoire
de la gravure sur bois (Paris: [F. Didot frères et fils], 1863), 158.
11 Lyndan Warner, The Ideas of Man and Woman in Renaissance France: Print, Rhetoric, and
Law (Farnham, England; Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2011), 36.
12	Rawles, 26.

Special Collections, The George Washington University Law Library

converted his association with the Janot house to leadership
of the Janot business. Jeanne de Marnef ’s last independent
printing dates to 1548; after this date, no longer does her
name appear on title pages, and her presence in the Janot
printer’s device disappears. Writers suggest two possibilities:
that she died or ceded the business entirely to Groulleau.10

Dedication to “Noble Homme Françoys Iavdin...”

1551), and Practique pour faire enquestes et examiner tesmoings,
tres vtile & necessaires à tous practiciens (Lyon: Benoist Rigaud,
1581). The present work appears as a reference in Diderot’s
Encyclopédie, at the close of the entry for “ENQUETE.”13
Very little is known of its author, Guillaume Jaudin, but
scattered bits of the puzzle tell us something. First, we
can consider what he tells us in his book. In his preface,
Gvlielmvs Iavdinvs Caletensis, Studioso lectori, we learn that
Jaudin hails from the pays de Caux (“Caletensis”), on the
Normandy coast. Jaudin’s dedicatory letter to his older
brother, François Jaudin, seigneur de Bebec and Caumont
(Normandy), and gentilhomme de chez le roi, suggests the
high social standing of the Jaudin family. We are told by
the title page declaration that Jaudin was law-educated and
honored with a degree, and that he “composed” the book
[in Latin] and translated it into the vernacular (“composé
par Maistre Guillaume Iaudin Licencié es loix, & par
luymesmes traduit en langage vulgaire & maternel”).
But Jaudin makes no appearance in the period lawyers’
directories; the entry for Traité de tesmoings in Bulletin du
13	Denis Diderot & Jean Le Rond d’Alembert, Encyclopédie, ou Dictionnaire Raisonnée des
Sciences, des Arts et des Métiers. Tome Cinquieme. (Paris: Chez Briasson, David l’ainé,
Le Breton, Durand, 1755), p. 697.
continued on page 10
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A Birthday and a New Look for a Legal Miscellanea

Left to Right: L
 a Pragmatique Sanction en Francoys (1508), Gift of Richard & Diane Cummins [SPRING 2005], Coutumes d’Anjou et du Maine (1486) [SPRING 2004],
Tractatus de Usuris (1490) [SPRING 2008].

“pages” of the issue one by one, rather than scrolling down
vertically through each page (recall that when it began to
displace the scroll in the second and third centuries, the
codex or “book” format was considered an advance in
“textual accessibility,” portability, and economy over the
scroll; the necessity for linear progression through the scroll
by the reader was considered a hindrance to easy text access,
a criticism similar to that leveled at microfilm and static
internet page formats today).2 Check out the new turn-thepage format at http://tinyurl.com/LMspring2013. For readers
who prefer the scroll format, it remains an option at this
site, or, in the alternative, A Legal Miscellanea at GW Law’s
Scholarly Commons scrolls at http://scholarship.law.gwu.edu.

This issue, along with its predecessors, now offers
an online codex format, in which the viewer
turns the “pages” of the issue one by one…
Brainstorming, 2004. The original plan for LM was to
produce a short hard copy newsletter—the single sheet as
noted above—as a way to communicate with the Friends of
the Jacob Burns Law Library about its Special Collections,
acquisitions, events, and other “news.” We also decided to
mount a pdf of LM at the Friends website for those who
prefer online access.
After deciding what kind of publication we hoped
to produce, the next step was naming it. The idea of a
miscellany was the first and uncontested candidate; we
2	“Scroll,” in Michael F. Suarez and H.R. Woudhuysen, The Oxford Companion to the
Book, Vol. 2 (Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 2010), 1142.

6

were seeking an expansive “big top” to accommodate a
range of topics. “A Legal Miscellanea” seemed to make
sense, and didn’t duplicate the title of another publication
as far as we could tell; so A Legal Miscellanea it was.

Our first issue—Spring, 2004—highlighted
the major gift that launched our archival
collection: the late Paul Dembling’s NASA/
Government Procurement Papers.
How were we to produce the publication? We considered
only one option seriously: having GW’s Graphics department
(now Marketing and Creative Services) work with us to
design a template that could handle the blueprint we had in
mind: a masthead, a lead story, a Special Collections Focus
article, and an announcement box on the first page, with a
second article and a contact information box on the verso.
We blocked out the positions of these components on our
two pages, and turned the Graphics designers loose. They
created a classic design, and with only small adjustments
it has accommodated nearly ten years of change, and
furnished the foundation for this 2013 renovation.
In addition to the lead story, articles on Special
Collections holdings, and news and announcements,
several additional features have found their way over
the years into the LM mix: interviews, book reviews,
program reviews, an electronic acquisitions update,
exhibition notes, and a “Scholar’s Corner” highlighting
the work of the current Cummins grant recipient.

All: Special Collections, The George Washington University Law Library

		A Birthday and a New Look for A Legal Miscellanea

Left to Right: A
 cquisitions from the Association of the Bar of the City of New York: French Law, Rare Early Foreign Law, Historical Foreign/International Collections
[SPRING 2008, AUTUMN 2009, AUTUMN 2010, AUTUMN 2012], Coustumes de la Prevosté et Vicomté de Paris (1580) [SPRING 2009],
Decretales Gregorii IX (1475) [AUTUMN 2012].

Along the way, A Legal Miscellanea has had the good
fortune to be honored twice by the American Association
of Law Libraries: in 2011 with the Law Library
Publications Award (Print Division), and in 2008 with
the Excellence in Marketing Award (Best Newsletter).
We still keep the production of LM entirely in-house,
that is, within the University (except for the interview
subjects’ responses). For each issue, conceptualizing, writing,
and gathering images happen in the Library, design starts
in Marketing and Creative Services using our template
(with Library collaboration later in the process after a first
proof), and the Law School copy center reproduces the
saddle-stitched hard copy issues on a heavy matte-gloss
paper from a pdf produced by Creative Services, whose
designers also produce a separate pdf for LM’s online
presentation. I hate to tell you who does the mailing.
“Ah, yes! I remember it well:” highlights of LM’s first
decade. Since its beginnings in 2004, A Legal Miscellanea has
featured news about gifts to Special Collections, important
acquisitions, and cooperative library projects. In 2005 we
began running interviews with notables in law libraries, legal
history, and law books. And through the generosity of the
Cumminses, the Richard & Diane Cummins Legal History
Research Grant, introduced in 2012, provides a stipend to
support short-term historical research in Special Collections,
and has enhanced awareness of the collections within
scholarly circles; we have been pleased to highlight news of
the Cummins Grant and its recipients in several issues of LM.

The late Paul Dembling’s NASA/Government
Procurement Papers.
	Paul G. Dembling, J.D. ’51 [SPRING 2004]
Since that first issue, we have been fortunate to have
had the opportunity to shine the spotlight on a number
of other important gifts, including these books:
La Pragmatique Sanction en Francoys (1508)
	Gift of Richard & Diane Cummins [SPRING 2005]
Three Early Coutumes:
Statutum Delphinale si Quis (1523), Le Grant Coustumier
du Pays et Comté du Maine (1535), and Commentaire sur les
Coustumes de Lorraine (1634)
	Gift of Mr. & Mrs. John T. McLoughlin [SPRING 2007]
The International Law Collection of Professor Thomas
Buergenthal (Part I)
	Gift of Lobingier Professor of Comparative Law and
Jurisprudence Thomas Buergenthal [AUTUMN 2010]
Churfurstlicher Pfaltz bey Rhein Ernewert und Verbessertes
Landrecht (1657)
	Gift of Kathleen Kaspar-Paty [AUTUMN 2010]
De Feudis Commentatio Tripertita (1573)
	Gift of Richard & Diane Cummins [SPRING 2011]
The Jesse James Collection
	Gift of Professor Emeritus of Law and Forensic
Sciences, James E. Starrs [SPRING 2012]

Gifts. Our first issue—Spring, 2004—highlighted the
major gift that launched our archival collection:
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 oy Mersky, University of Texas (interview by Michael Widener, Yale Law Library)
R
[AUTUMN 2008, SPRING 2009].

Morris L. Cohen, Yale University [AUTUMN 2009].

Acquisitions for Special Collections. Among the
many books, manuscripts, and other materials acquired
for Special Collections over the past ten years, the
following made headlines in A Legal Miscellanea:

A Treatise of the Lawes of the Forest (1615)
[SPRING 2011]

Coutumes d’Anjou et du Maine (1486)
[SPRING 2004]
The American Museum (1787–1792)
[SPRING 2005]
The Bathshesba Spooner Documents (1778)
[AUTUMN 2005]
Vocabularius Juris Utriusque (1478)
[SPRING 2006]
Tractatus Universi Iuris (1584–1586)
[AUTUMN 2007]
Tractatus de Usuris (1490)
[SPRING 2008]
Acquisitions from the Association of the Bar of the
City of New York: French Law, Rare Early Foreign Law,
Historical Foreign/International Collections
	[SPRING 2008, AUTUMN 2009,
AUTUMN 2010, AUTUMN 2012]
Coustumes de la Prevosté et Vicomté de Paris (1580)
[SPRING 2009]
Consilla Oldradi (1499)
[AUTUMN 2009]
Coutumes de Normandie (1483)
[SPRING 2010]
Arbor Cõsanguinitatis (1500)
[AUTUMN 2010]
8

Summa Artis Notariae (1492)
[SPRING 2012]
Decretales Gregorii IX (1475)
[AUTUMN 2012]
Cooperative library projects. Since 2005, the Law
Library has participated in cooperative projects to
digitize books from Special Collections to make them
available in electronic form, many for the first time.
The Law Library is engaged in projects with:
Law Library Microform Consortium
[AUTUMN 2005]
Gale Cengage/The Making of Modern Law—Foreign,
Comparative and International Law, 1600–1926
[SPRING 2012, SPRING 2013]
Interviews. Beginning with the Autumn 2005, issue, LM
began interviewing well-known figures in law librarianship,
legal history, and rare law books, including law library
directors, legal historians, collectors, and booksellers.
Among these, two in particular stand out: the late Roy
Mersky, Professor of Law and Director of the University
of Texas Tarlton Law Library for over forty years, and
the late Morris Cohen, former Director of the Yale
Law Library and Professor Emeritus of law at Yale.

		A Birthday and a New Look for a Legal Miscellanea

Courtesy of Holland America Line NV

Since 2005, the Law Library has participated
in cooperative projects to digitize books from
Special Collections to make them available
in electronic form, many for the first time.
Both Roy and Morris shaped the profession, each
in his own distinct way. Roy’s “shop” was known as a
training ground for up-and-coming library professionals,
and a model of reference service; many future law
library directors and department heads got their start
with Roy. Morris set the example as a scholar-librarian
who left his mark on major academic law libraries
including Penn, Harvard, and Yale. His Bibliography of
Early American Law assumed a place of prominence on
reference shelves immediately upon its publication.
Roy died unexpectedly shortly after agreeing to an
interview, but his former rare book librarian, Mike
Widener (now at Yale Law), generously stepped in
and gave us a comprehensive look at Roy’s many
contributions to rare book librarianship.
Roy Mersky, University of Texas
(interview by Michael Widener, Yale Law Library)
[AUTUMN 2008, SPRING 2009]
Morris L. Cohen, Yale University
[AUTUMN 2009]
The Cummins Grant: Encouraging Scholarship in
Legal History and Enhancing Visibility for Special
Collections. The Richard & Diane Cummins Legal
History Research Grant, introduced in the spring
of 2012, provides short-term support for scholars to
conduct historical research in Special Collections.
The Richard & Diane Cummins Legal History
Research Grant
	[AUTUMN 2011, SPRING 2012,
AUTUMN 2012, SPRING 2013]

Richard and Diane Cummins, whose generosity has enabled the legal history
research grant established in their name [AUTUMN 2011, SPRING 2012,
AUTUMN 2012, SPRING 2013].

“Beyond this point there be dragons:” Looking back,
looking forward. After nearly ten years of expanding in
increments to arrive at a small bevy of regular columns
and special features (each aimed at a different mark), A
Legal Miscellanea now may be truer to its name as it nears
its goal of being the “miscellany” that in its early phases
was more aspirational than actual. In highlighting our
historical collections, we hope to make the “old” “new”
when we cast an eye on the significance of some of our
important titles, both the well-known and the less familiar.
And featuring the books, projects, and events of the Law
Library relating to rare books and legal history, seasoned
with the stories of legal history and law book notables in
their own words, remains our roadmap to miscellany.
Thanks for taking the ride with us! A

FOR INFORMATION

on the topics covered in this newsletter, Special Collections, or the Friends, please contact the editor,
Jennie C. Meade, Director of Special Collections, at jmeade@law.gwu.edu or (202) 994-6857.
Unsigned contributions are by the editor.
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With its examples, hypotheticals, careful distinctions,
and copious references to Roman law sources, a case could
be offered that the text was assembled from the law school
notes of a student (or perhaps more than one student), or
from a day book or chapbook kept by a lawyer. Whether the
law student/lawyer was a person named “Guillaume Jaudin”
is a question raised by the book’s textual tendency to run on;
the notes of one or more lawyers/students may have been
joined together by an editor with the goal of producing a
saleable book, and attributed to a fictitious author. It is worth
noting that the language applied to describe the “writing” of
the book is ambiguous; the declaration of the title page that
the book was “composé” by Jaudin, could signify “written,”
but also “assembled.” The printing privilege of Vincent
Sertenas at the close of the book uses the term “recouvré:”
“Il est permis à Vincent Sertenas...une livre recouvré par
lui, intitulé Traité de tesmoings.” “Recouvré” in its sixteenthcentury sense could mean “gotten” or “procured,” but also
“recovered,” “reobtained,” or “rescued.” Also, despite the
declaration that Jaudin “composed” the book, and translated
it himself into the vernacular, no record for a Latin version
appears to exist. Improbable that Jaudin would first write
the book in Latin without publishing it, and then translate it
to French; more likely the translation was effected directly
from a set of notes in Latin and refined into a book version.
The printing privilege of Vincent Sertenas, granting him a six-year exclusive right
to print and sell Traité de tesmoings.

Bibliophile (1856) calls Jaudin “un jurisconsulte à peu près
inconnu” (“a nearly unknown jurist”). One of Jaudin’s apparent
contemporaries, the judge Antoine Coillard, incorporates
passages from Jaudin verbatim in one of his practice
books and makes reference to Jaudin in the text. Coillard
advises readers of the 1602 edition of his Procédures civiles
et criminelles that he has borrowed the fundamentals from
Traité de tesmoings (and other works), and refers them to
Jaudin’s book for a fuller treatment, since Jaudin has “written
elegantly and copiously” on many details not covered in his
own work. Very little else about Jaudin rises to the top.
The style and construction of Traité de tesmoings prompts a
look at questions of identity and authorship. Typical of many
early books, its textual construction would be considered
“run-on” by today’s standards, with long sentences and
paragraphs, and a minimalist approach to punctuation.
Traité de tesmoings is divided into unheaded chapters; the
chapter breaks and regular references to sources of law
serve as virtually the sole lines of demarcation. Was the
book written in traditional fashion, or is it a compilation
of law school notes or entries from a lawyer’s chapbook?
10

The evidence leaves room for some possibilities,
including these:
• Jaudin was a real person, and wrote the book
from scratch;
• Jaudin was a real person, and assembled and
refined the book from his own law school or
practitioner notes, and/or the notes of others;
• Jaudin was a fictitious person, who was named as
the author of a book whose pieces were assembled,
perhaps by Vincent Sertenas or others, from the
work of one or more students or lawyers.

JOIN THE FRIENDS!

It’s easy—a donation of any amount supports Law Library
collections and makes you a FRIEND!
CALL (202) 994-1375 or VISIT
www.law.gwu.edu/Library/Friends/Pages/Join.aspx

		

The mode of construction of Traité de tesmoings remains
obscure, but available evidence suggests Jaudin’s likely
existence, and that he may have assembled this book
from sets of notes (his own and/or those of others)
and translated the result from Latin to French.
The physical Traité de tesmoings. The Law Library’s first
edition of Traité de tesmoings, a small octavo, is bound in
calfskin over pasteboards, with raised bands and gilt floral
decoration in the spine compartments. The covers bear
outer and inner sets of blind-tooled frames, with gilt lilies at
the corners, and a gilt floral lozenge in the center; both the
exterior and interior of the book show distinct signs of wear.
The title page bears early signatures. The untitled chapters
begin with delicate decorated initials (intermittently;
some initials lack the decoration), and catchwords appear.
The graceful Roman typeface is complemented by its
flowing-tailed ampersands, and the text is enhanced by
sideglosses in italic; in the margins are scattered some
early annotations in ink, and a Janot device appears at the
close (with motto “Patere, aut abstine nul ne s’y frotte”).
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Sources consulted:
Arbourq, Roméo. Dictionnaire des femmes libraires en France (1470–
1870). Geneva: Droz, 2003.
Broomhall, Susan. Women and the Book Trade in Sixteenth-Century
France. Series: Women and Gender in the Early Modern World.
Aldershot, England and Burlington, VT: Ashgate Publishing
Ltd., 2002.
Bulletin du Bibliophile. Janvier. Douzième série. Paris: J. Techener,
Libraire, 1855.
Chang, Leah. “The Gender of the Book: Jeanne de Marnef edits
Pernette du Guillet.” In Early Modern Women and Transnational
Communities of Letters, edited by Julie D. Campbell and Anne R.
Larsen. Farnham, England; Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2009.
Crook, J.A. Law and Life of Rome, 90 B.C.–A.D. 212. Ithaca: Cornell
University Press, 1967.
Diderot, Denis and Jean le Rond d’Alembert. Encyclopédie, ou
Dictionnaire Raisonnée des Science, des Arts et des Métiers, par une
Societé de Gens de Lettres. Tome Cinquième. Paris: Chez Briasson,
David l’ainé, Le Breton, Durand, 1755.
Firmin-Didot, Ambroise. Essai typographique et bibliographique sur
l’histoire de la gravure sur bois. Paris: [F. Didot frères et fils], 1863.

Traité de tesmoings displays the typographical refinement
characteristic of Janot, Marnef, and Groulleau (Marnef
and Groulleau, as successors in Janot’s business, would
have inherited the Janot fonts), and despite its heavy
wear this copy legitimately has been characterized as
“jolie.” This work was printed relatively early in terms
of Parisian imprints (the first printed book in Paris was
issued in 1470), and, although somewhat past the postincunabulum era, the book shows some hallmarks of early
printing. Like many early books, it is unpaginated, but the
sideglosses serve as running summaries, and along with
the signature marks, act as guideposts for navigation.

Langbein, John H. Prosecuting Crime in the Renaissance: England,
Germany, France. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1974.

Traité de tesmoings is one of three recorded
copies of the first edition in the United States;
there is a single recorded copy in France. A

Runnals, Graham. “La Vie, la mort et les livres de l’imprimeur Jean
Janot d’après son inventaire d’après décès (17 février 1522 n.s.).” In
Revue Belge de philologie et d’histoire 78, No. 3–4 (2000).

Karen Wahl, Reference/Legal History & Rare Books Librarian,
contributed research on printer Jeanne de Marnef.

Stein, Peter. Roman Law in European History. Cambridge, UK:
Cambridge University Press, 2000.

Pettegree, Andrew, Malcolm Walsby, and Alexander Wilkinson, eds.
French Vernacular Books: Books Published in the French Language Before
1601. Leiden; Boston: Brill, 2007.
Rawles, Stephen. Denis Janot, Parisian Printer & Bookseller (fl.
1529–1544): A Bibliographical Study. Ph.D. thesis. Warwick, UK:
University of Warwick, 1976. http://wrap.warwick.ac.uk/34709/
Renouard, Philippe. Les marques typographiques parisiennes des XVe et
XVIe siècles. Mansfield Centre, CT: Martino, 2003.
Robinson, O.F., David Fergus, and W.M. Gordon. European Legal
History. London: Butterworth’s, 2000.

Warner, Lyndan. The Ideas of Man and Woman in Renaissance France:
Print, Rhetoric, and Law. Farnham, England; Burlington, VT:
Ashgate, 2011.

A LEGAL MISCELLANEA ONLINE

Find A Legal Miscellanea online at the website of the Friends of the Jacob Burns Law Library at
www.law.gwu.edu/Library/Friends/Pages/LegalMiscellanea.aspx. A Legal Miscellanea also appears
in HeinOnline, and is available to HeinOnline subscribers as an e-journal through a direct link in library
catalogs worldwide, and at GW Law’s Scholarly Commons at http://scholarship.law.gwu.edu.
For copies of current or back issues in paper, please contact Jennie C. Meade at jmeade@law.gwu.edu.
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BOOK REVIEW
Bigamy and Christian Identity in Late Medieval Champagne
by Sara McDougall. The Middle Ages Series. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2012. 216pp. ISBN: 9780812243987 | $55

Reviewed by Robert O. Steele, Cataloging Librarian

S

ara McDougall’s Bigamy and Christian Identity in Late
Medieval Champagne is an attempt to re-evaluate the
crisis in marriage that erupted in the late Middle Ages, a crisis
which led to the fifteenth-century Protestant liberalization of
divorce and marriage laws, as described in Steven Ozment’s
classic When Fathers Ruled: Family Life in Reformation England.
According to the Reformers, marriage as an institution
had become devalued. As a mode of living, marriage was
ensconced firmly in second place behind the monastic or
priestly life, due to the Church’s continuing enthusiastic
promotion of the ideal of lifelong chastity. Marriage also was
burdened by the multiplication of unbiblical impediments,
which prohibited unions between prospective spouses
related by blood, marriage, or spiritual ties to such distant
degrees that in small villages or in multiply-affiliated royal
lineages it had become nearly impossible to find a licit
spouse, although the well-heeled or well-connected could
obtain a dispensation. The Reformers also found problematic
the Church’s recognition of clandestine marriage, unions
contracted secretly through the consent of the parties
themselves without participation of Church and community.

a man could not become a priest if he had been married
more than once or if he had previously married a widow.
The reason was not one of crime or sexual sin—a fornicating
priest, for instance, did not have to give up his office—rather,
the reason was symbolic. Marriage was a sacrament, which
represented the union of Christ and the Church; thus,
although ordaining a once-married priest preserved the
symbolic unity of the Church, ordaining a “bigamist” did
not, especially if his previous marriages had been legitimate.
On the other hand, marrying a second partner while the
first partner still lived resulted in an invalid marriage, and
adultery: marriage could not be plural any more than Christ
could have more than one Church, a point exhaustively
developed in John Witte’s recent From Sacrament to Contract:
Marriage, Religion and Law in the Western Tradition.

McDougall argues that the significance of the clandestine
marriage issue was exaggerated by Reformers and by
historians since the Reformation. The essential marital
scandal of the late Middle Ages, she argues, was not
clandestine marriage, but rather the claim to be married
to one person when actually married to someone else: a
problem, according to McDougall, found at the heart of the
famous case of Martin Guerre (dramatized in the acclaimed
film adaptation starring Gérard Depardieu). Guerre
pretended to be the long-absent spouse of an abandoned
peasant woman and lived with her for several years before
being exposed and executed when her real husband returned
unexpectedly. McDougall claims the Martin Guerre case
was not fundamentally about usurped personal identity, as
asserted by the film’s historical consultant Natalie Zemon
Davis in her subsequent book, but about fraudulent
participation in the sacrament of marriage, symbolically
linked to a betrayal of the Christian community itself.

Nonetheless, McDougall chooses to use “bigamy” in this
second anachronous sense: public pretense of marriage
when one or both partners were actually married to another
spouse or spouses. Through an examination of court registers
from the officialty of Troyes in northern France from 1423
to 1456 and related court records, illuminated by sermons,
canon law texts and literary works (some from quite distant
places and time periods, perhaps the book’s most serious
flaw), she argues that the crisis in marriage of late medieval
society was caused by people who had abandoned or been
abandoned by their spouses and then publicly celebrated new
fraudulent marriages. The interest of the court in uncovering
fraudulent marriages seems to have been unusually keen in
Troyes and perhaps elsewhere in northern France, much
more so than in other contemporary jurisdictions.

As McDougall acknowledges, the word “bigamy” had a
very different meaning in the Middle Ages. Citing David
d’Avray’s Medieval Marriage: Symbolism & Society, she points
out that “bigamy” referred to an impediment to holy orders:
12

As McDougall acknowledges,
the word “bigamy” had a very
different meaning in the Middle Ages.

The handwriting of the court records for the average
case in Troyes tends to be scrawled, an indication that the
records apparently were set down in haste; longer and more
carefully-written accounts, along with more severe and public
punishments, are reserved for fraudulent marriage, heresy,
witchcraft, and felonies committed by priests, especially
in cases involving abandonment of priestly office or the

		book review

in passing the Great Papal Schism of the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries, as well as the execution of the early
Reformer Jan Hus at the synod that ended that schism,
or the Hussite Wars that soon ensued. The body of the
Church was often scandalously double as the Middle Ages
waned, even before the Reformation was fully underway
in the sixteenth century. If earthly marriage is linked
symbolically to the union of Christ and the Church, as
McDougall asserts, it is understandable that the courts
would treat heresy and fraudulent marriage in the same
way, since both depart from the essential unity that must
lie at the heart of the secular and spiritual realms.

McDougall reconstructs an atmosphere of
denunciation and judicial prying, motivated
by fear of social breakdown in the aftermath
of the Hundred Years’ War.

shedding of blood. Punishments for these crimes were
the harshest available for ecclesiastical courts; they often
entailed lengthy imprisonment, sometimes in chains or on
bread and water, as well as exposure on the ladder leading
to the gallows. The publicly-read sentences for people
convicted of fraudulent marriage repeat rhetorical phrases
found also in medieval sermons as well as in sentences
against midwives who baptized dead infants or priests who
distributed unconsecrated hosts to parishioners: all had
vilified a sacrament, all had shown contempt for the Church
and its members, all had been swayed by the Devil. In short:
all had undermined the symbols that represent the public
order of the Church. McDougall reconstructs an atmosphere
of denunciation and judicial prying, motivated by fear of
social breakdown in the aftermath of the Hundred Years’
War. As she points out, what these crimes had in common is
public or clandestine abandonment of Christian identity. The
court, she asserts, was attempting to purge the social body
of secret sin, and re-establish the unity of Christendom.
McDougall is certainly correct in identifying the Hundred
Years’ War as a great disruption, which gave rise to a need
to reestablish order. She also could have pointed to the
plagues and famines that devastated France during the
fifteenth century. Or she might have discussed more than

McDougall’s elaborate interpretation of scanty material
raises numerous valuable questions even when her
explanations seem forced. For instance, unable to find an
explanation in her legal sources to explain the paradox
that men were punished more severely than women for
abandoning their spouses or for foregoing chastity when
their spouses abandoned them, she explores the new
symbolism of fatherhood in late Medieval sermons, from
Abraham willing to sacrifice his son Isaac to Joseph willing
to devote himself selflessly and sexlessly to his wife Mary
and her child. This is fascinating, but it is not entirely clear
how it applies to the legal cases she discusses. Despite
such lapses, Bigamy and Christian Identity in Late Medieval
Champagne is an important addition to the ongoing
debate about the history of marriage in the West. A
Works discussed:
Davis, Natalie Zemon. The Return of Martin Guerre. Cambridge,
Massachusetts; London: Harvard University Press, 1983.
D’Avray, David. Medieval Marriage: Symbolism and Society. Oxford;
New York: Oxford University Press, 2008.
Le Retour de Martin Guerre. Directed by Daniel Vigne. 1982.
Ozment, Steven. When Fathers Ruled: Family Life in Reformation
Europe. Cambridge, Massachusetts; London: Harvard University
Press, 1983.
Witte, John, Jr. From Marriage to Sacrament: Marriage, Religion
and Law in the Western Tradition. 2d ed. Louisville, Kentucky:
Westminster John Knox Press, 2012.
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Collection Development Au Courant:
How to Do It in Digital
Leslie A. Lee, Assistant Director for Administration

I

t’s 2013, and everything is online, right? Well, not quite.
While the availability of online resources is steadily on
the rise, print remains the dominant format in most academic
law library collections. True, a majority of institutions have
turned a digital corner over the past two decades; however,
integration of online resources is best viewed as a workin-progress. The challenge of choosing the most suitable
combination of formats is in part a traditional one for
libraries: sources proliferate, and evaluating and selecting
those appropriate for one’s library are, in and of themselves,
time- and thought-intensive tasks. To that compound process,
add the complexities of technology, which have significantly
transformed the work of collection development. Trying
to keep abreast of emerging technologies, interfaces and
platforms, purchasing models, and all the variables that
come with digital media (license agreements, access, digital
rights management, to name a few) leaves many libraries
in a “wait and see” posture, wondering how best to corral
these moving targets and make sound collection decisions.

At the Jacob Burns Law Library, collection
development is driven by librarians,
both generalists and specialists, who identify
and select materials in support of the
teaching and scholarship needs of the
Law School’s faculty and students.
At the Jacob Burns Law Library, collection development
is driven by librarians, both generalists and specialists, who
identify and select materials in support of the teaching and
scholarship needs of the Law School’s faculty and students.
The policy sets forth in detail selection criteria, selection
intensity, categories of materials acquired, selection format,
selection process, subjects collected, and so forth. Regardless
of format, selectors take into consideration numerous
factors, including the intellectual quality of the material,
the pertinence and importance of the subject matter to the
intellectual pursuits of the faculty and students, the current
and/or permanent value of the material to the collection,
the availability of material on the subject, requests by
faculty and students, the space requirements of the material,
and cost. With specific regard to digital resources, the
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library also weighs factors such as a user-friendly interface,
effective online tools and functionality, and service-oriented
customer and technical support, as well as the availability
of IP-authenticated access, usage measurement tools, and
vendor- or third party-supplied cataloging records. Moreover,
the library considers whether the number of concurrent
users is limited or unrestricted, whether common library
uses (such as interlibrary loan, course reserve, and course
packs) are permissible, whether the content is sufficient
for source collection and citation purposes, whether an
archive or perpetual content access is available, and whether
the library owns the content or merely subscribes to it.
Over the past decade, the library has focused on reducing
duplication in its general collection by identifying resources
available in multiple formats and determining whether to
maintain the status quo or pare down to a single preferred
format. Because one size does not fit all, the determination
generally is made on a title-by-title basis. As familiarity
with and reliability of online platforms grows, in some
instances online has become the library’s default format
of choice, such as books published on Oxford Scholarship
Online (Oxford University Press) and Cambridge Books Online
(Cambridge University Press). The library also has curtailed
its acquisition of selected print treatises and looseleaf
subscriptions, and moved toward online alternatives. For
current awareness resources, the transition from print
to online has been especially fitting; resources that offer
e-mail alerts, which deliver updates directly to users,
achieve convenience and speed unmatched by their print
counterparts. Likewise, large collections of historical material
are excellent candidates for acquiring in neatly packaged,
digitized form, such as French Royal Acts, 1256–1794 (Gale),
which comprises approximately 16,000 pamphlets, or The
Making of Modern Law: Legal Treatises, 1800–1926 (Gale),
which comprises 22,000 treatises on U.S. and British law.

As familiarity with and reliability of online
platforms grows, in some instances online
has become the library’s default format of choice
Other collection-related endeavors include forming
strategic alliances with other academic law libraries to

share responsibility for upkeep of print subscriptions. In
one project, a list of law journal titles was developed from
which GW Law and two other libraries agreed to maintain
print subscriptions for approximately one-third of the titles,
with the remaining two-thirds eligible for cancellation; in
another project the same general approach was applied to
state codes in print form. From collection development
and collection maintenance standpoints, these initiatives
have expanded access, alleviated shelf congestion, reduced
staff time spent on processing and filing updates, and
allowed the library to reallocate acquisitions resources.

What does the future hold for library collections?
While it may not be possible to predict with certainty
how the ever-changing publishing and technological
landscapes will affect collection development, it is certain
that the Law Library will continue to build and maintain
a high-quality collection of law and law-related materials
in a variety of formats, and explore creative ways to
collaborate with other institutions to serve the teaching
and research needs of its faculty and students. A

A New Stage in GW Law Digital Initiatives
Scott B. Pagel, Director of the Law Library and Professor of Law

I

n 2005, the Jacob Burns Law Library embarked upon
the first of its projects aimed at sharing parts of its
exceptional collection with scholars around the world, in
cooperation with the Law Library Microform Consortium,
William S. Hein & Co., and Gale Cengage. When considering
how to share the Law Library’s collection digitally, we
determined that working with experienced vendors of online
resources would ensure quicker and more reliable access to
the materials than if we were to attempt to scan, prepare, and
post these materials ourselves to the Law Library website.
We are pleased to announce another step forward in
this initiative, taken in conjunction with Gale Cengage
and several leading academic law libraries. Gale Cengage
has developed a number of online resources including The
Making of Modern Law—Treatises 1800–1926, The Making
of Modern Law—Primary Sources 1620–1926, and The
Making of Modern Law—Trials 1600–1926. GW Law first
started working with Gale Cengage in cooperation with
Yale and Columbia to develop The Making of Modern Law—
Foreign, Comparative and International Law, 1600–1926.

For that collection, GW contributed about 200 volumes
of the classic works on international law, including the
first edition of Grotius. GW also contributed about
200 volumes of classic French law treatises published
in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
The new Gale Cengage project, The Making of Modern Law:
Foreign Primary Sources, draws on some of the outstanding
legal collections in this country. For the first stage of the
project, which focuses on certain Western European
countries, GW Law has sent for scanning over 400 volumes
of early French primary sources and supporting materials.
In these volumes can be found the many ordonnances of
Louis XIV and Louis XV, the various Napoleonic codes,
and several provincial coutumes including early volumes for
Paris, Normandie, Bretagne, Orléans, and Bourgogne. Also
included are early copies of the Code Noir and Somme Rural.
As the rare book collection of GW Law increases
in national prominence, we are pleased to provide legal
scholars with international access to some of its most
sought-after materials. A

...AND MORE FROM THE LIBRARY
OF THE NEW YORK BAR.

In May, the Law Library received the most recent transfer of books from the historical foreign law collection of
the Association of the Bar of the City of New York. Materials from six countries will total 456 linear feet. In this
shipment, Denmark and Austria top the list with 114 and 102 linear feet, respectively, followed by Sweden (93 lf.),
Norway (90 lf.), Hungary (33 lf.), and Luxembourg (24 lf.). The Library previously received the Swiss, Dutch, French,
German, Italian, and Belgian segments of ABCNY’s historical foreign law collection. After cataloging and any
necessary conservation treatment, the titles from these collections will be available for research.
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Breaking Ground in Early Constitutional History:
Maeva Marcus and The Documentary History of the Supreme Court,
1789-1800

I

f constitutional history were assigned a muse, her name
would be Maeva Marcus. Through her leadership as
editor of The Documentary History of the Supreme Court of
the United States, 1789-1800 (Columbia University Press),
Professor Marcus and her team of scholars have succeeded
in illuminating the first ten years of the U.S. Supreme Court
with a monumental collection of primary documents that
in years past would have been accessible only through
considerable expenditure of time and funds, not to mention
travel. The eighth and final volume appeared in 2007,
concluding a process that included a hunt for documents,
then choosing, organizing, and presenting them, that began
nearly ten years before the publication of the first volume in
1985. Instead of embarking upon an expensive treasure hunt,
scholars researching the U.S. Supreme Court’s first decade
now can visit and work with the nearest copy of the “DHSC.”
For a project that Chief Justice Warren Burger estimated
would take about eighteen months, thirty-years-plus
spent on a single enterprise could hardly have been what
Professor Marcus had imagined as she embarked upon
her first scholarly endeavor as a just-hatched history
Ph.D. from Columbia. But the match was felicitous, and
the constitutional history specialist and her editorial
colleagues began the project by scouting the relevant
extant papers to determine the universe of available
documents, which in turn would decide how the series
would be organized. The “universe”—twenty thousand
documents retrieved during searches across the U.S. and
in England—did not include caches of other documents
likely residing in France, Sweden, and the Netherlands,
travel to which was financially impracticable. The next
steps after finding the documents and establishing an
organizational structure were deciding which to use,
assembling and transcribing them, and deciding where they
would fit, and in which volume; multiple passes over the
materials to proof for accuracy also figured in the process.
Why the cutoff date of 1800? With the ascension of
John Marshall to Chief Justice in 1801, where he remained
for thirty-four years (still the longest tenure of the Chief
Justices), the end of 1800 seemed like a logical watershed. In
addition, Marshall scholarship was established and ongoing,
whereas the first decade of the Supreme Court had yet to
be taken up as a scholarly project, and was worthy of study.
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At GW’s 2011 Symposium Commemorating the 100th Anniversary of Farrand’s
The Records of the Federal Convention of 1787, Professor Maeva Marcus on the
opening panel with Professors Gregory E. Maggs and Peter J. Smith.

The Justices on the original editorial board of the DHSC
project were William Brennan, Sandra Day O’Connor, and
David Souter; among the Justices they were thought to have
perhaps the most interest in a historical project involving
the Supreme Court. After Brennan’s death, Ruth Bader
Ginsburg and Antonin Scalia came on board. Professor
Marcus worked with the justices routinely if questions arose,
and Justices Ginsburg and Scalia at times provided translation
assistance (Ginsburg with Swedish, Scalia with Latin); Souter
provided assistance with questions about New Hampshire.

The mission of the Institute is to bring the
study of constitutional history back to college
and university campuses, from which it has
been absent for far too long a time.
For whom is the DHSC intended? Lawyers, judges,
students, and scholars and researchers focusing on the early
years of the Supreme Court or seeking historical background
for current legal developments. Professor Marcus hopes
that the work will find a home in schools, and that it will
help bring constitutional studies back into graduate schools
and colleges. “What we have done is gather documents
which can inform one’s view of a particular issue...it is a
documentary history and we expect the history to be told
in these documents. We don’t interpret: we present the
documents and readers are free to use them as they wish.”
For a C-SPAN video interview with Professor Marcus recorded
after publication of Volume 6 of DHSC (1999), please visit
www.c-spanvideo.org/program/122382-1.
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More at the symposium opening panel: Professors Maggs and Marcus.

The Library of the Supreme Court of the United States.

A LEGAL MISCELLANEA: Can you discuss the genesis
of your interest in constitutional studies? Did you ever
entertain the notion of becoming a lawyer?

them to teach the subject. Our classes are also open
to law students and professors who wish to place their
study of constitutional law into its historical context.

MAEVA MARCUS: I became interested in constitutional
studies when my husband was a member of the Yale Law
Journal editorial board and I entertained his colleagues at
dinner frequently. They urged me, a graduate student in
history at Columbia, to make constitutional history the
subject of my dissertation, and I thought, “Why not?” In all
the years I’ve been doing this, I’ve never once wanted to
become a lawyer.
Your book, Truman and the Steel Seizure Case: The
Limits of Presidential Power, is the published version of
your doctoral dissertation, and remains in print from Duke
University Press as the definitive study of the event. How
did you come to choose this topic for your dissertation?
MM: I told my dissertation advisor, William E.
Leuchtenburg, that I wanted to write something in the
field of constitutional history, and I needed most of the
archival sources to be in Washington, D.C. (I didn’t want
to leave my two little children at home while I traveled to
distant places). He suggested Youngstown, and I said I would
look into it. Truman and the Steel Seizure Case is the result.
What are the mission, goals, and activities of the Institute
for Constitutional History?
MM: The mission of the Institute is to bring the study
of constitutional history back to college and university
campuses, from which it has been absent for far too
long a time. We hope to educate graduate students and
junior faculty by offering seminars that are not to be
found on most campuses. This, we hope, will inspire

How did the Institute for Constitutional History evolve from
its origins at the Supreme Court Historical Society (as the
Institute for Constitutional Studies, which you created in
1999) to its present home at the New-York Historical Society
and here at GW Law? Has its focus changed over time?
MM: It’s a very long story. Suffice it to say that we
ended up at the New-York Historical Society, because
it was willing to raise the money to fulfill a very large
challenge grant awarded to the Institute by the National
Endowment for the Humanities. That challenge has now
been met—although, like everyone else, we still need
money to support our current activities and to expand.

We had no idea how much material we would
unearth, when we began the project.
Turning to your project, The Documentary History of the
Supreme Court of the United States, 1789–1800, who
conceived the idea to reconstruct the first decade of the U.S.
Supreme Court, and how did you become involved as the
director of the project?
MM: After I got my degree, I decided I did not want to
teach at a university away from Washington, so I looked
for a job here. There were no academic positions available,
so I considered other things and found the Supreme Court
Historical Society, which had been founded just a year or so
before. I honestly don’t know how my resume was chosen
17
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from the stack, but I was asked to meet with the head of the
society’s research committee, William Swindler from William
& Mary Law School. Professor Swindler told me that Chief
Justice Warren E. Burger wanted the society to undertake a
project that would be “non-controversial.” We thought the
first ten years of the Supreme Court would be such a topic.
Why was it important to mount a research effort that focused
on the early Supreme Court years?
MM: In 1976, when we started talking about the project,
there was very little material published on the first decade,
so we thought we would be providing a service to the legal
and scholarly community by undertaking that research.
Your work resulted in the eight-volume magnum opus, The
Documentary History of the Supreme Court of the
United States, 1789–1800, published over the course of
thirty years. Can you discuss the organization of the project
and who was on your editorial team? How did the project
unfold? And from what sources did the funding for the
project originate?
MM: We had no idea how much material we would unearth,
when we began the project. Chief Justice Burger thought we
would be finished in eighteen months. But a long and intense
search in repositories across the country and abroad led to
a huge collection of documents (only a fraction of which are
published in the volumes) that deserved serious attention.
After we knew the size and substance of the collection we
had, my colleagues and I decided on the organization of the
volumes. Unlike some other documentary editions, this one
is topical (although chronological within each topic), not
chronological. We thought it made more sense to separate
the material that dealt with cases that came before the
Supreme Court from the documents that dealt with the
political, cultural, and organizational history of the Court.
The only volume that was an afterthought is volume five,
“Suits Against States.” We had so much material on that
subject that we needed to devote a whole book to it. The
editorial team shifted over the years—not surprising given
the length of time we worked—but three of my colleagues
deserve special mention for their skill and dedication to the
project: Robert Frankel, Stephen Tull, and Natalie Wexler.
The major financial support for the project throughout
its life came from the National Historical Publications
and Records Commission, a federal agency that gives
grant support to many documentary editions. The second
largest source of funds was the Supreme Court itself,
because some of the staff was on its payroll for fifteen
years. After that, foundations—the William Nelson
18

Two tomes of the multi-volume work The Documentary History of the Supreme
Court of the United States, 1789-1800.

Cromwell Foundation chief among them—and private
contributions provided for our remaining needs.
What sorts of surprises did you encounter while locating,
researching, and assembling the documents? Did your work
alter your notions of the Supreme Court’s early history?
MM: Our greatest surprise came when discovering a
treasure trove of important documents relating to the
early Supreme Court in an incorrectly labeled box. The
lesson is to look at and read everything you can.
Our work didn’t alter our notions of the early history
of the Supreme Court, because at the outset we really
didn’t know anything much about that history. Just
think of all the people—including those who should
know better—who believe that John Marshall was the
first chief justice, when he was, in fact, the fourth.

Our greatest surprise came when
discovering a treasure trove of important
documents relating to the early
Supreme Court in an incorrectly labeled box.
Who have you found are the heaviest users of the
Documentary History—the federal judiciary, lawyers,
scholars, students?
MM: I don’t know who are the heaviest users, but all of
those mentioned have used and cited the Documentary
History—even the Supreme Court, where in one case a
volume was cited by both the majority and the dissent.
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Are you engaged in ongoing work related to the
Documentary History, such as digitizing certain of the
documents? If so, how is the digitizing accomplished?
MM: I wish I were. The volumes of the Documentary
History should be digitized, but they are not online yet.
You have been very active in historical organizations:
president of the American Society for Legal History (2007–
2009), key positions in the American Historical Association
and the Organization of American Historians, and historian
of the Historical Society of the District of Columbia Circuit
(1990–present), to name but some of your activities. Can
you tell us about some of your work with these organizations,
especially the Historical Society of the D.C. Circuit, with
which many of us may be unfamiliar?
MM: The Historical Society of the District of Columbia
Circuit, formed to spread knowledge of the significant
actions that occurred in the federal courts here, sponsors
many activities for the public to further that goal. Each
year, it schedules several programs on famous cases that
came before the D.C. federal courts, featuring panels of
scholars and lawyers who participated in the cases. The

U.S. Courthouse on Constitution Avenue offers exhibits
relating to the history of the circuit, and the society
continues to build its collection of oral histories of judges
and practitioners whose work influenced the law of the
D.C. Circuit. Some of these interviews, along with other
information of historical interest, can be found on the
society’s website: www.dcchs.org. As historian of the circuit,
I offer, when asked, advice on subjects of historical interest.
What advice would you give to legal history scholars who
may consider conducting projects similar to your
Documentary History?
MM: Be prepared to spend a good part of your life doing
it and identify funding sources before you begin. A
...And breaking news: in July, 2013, DHSC will be
available online through the Law Library Microform
Consortium. For information, please visit www.llmc.com.
The Documentary History of the Supreme Court of the United
States, 1789–1800 is available at the Law Library (KF 8742 .A45
D66 1985).

Electronic Acquisitions Update
Nicholas Stark, Reference Librarian

T

he Law Library recently added Tax Analysts Web
Services to its collection of online resources,
expanding access to federal, state, and international
tax materials. Tax Analysts Web Services includes
access to Tax Notes and Tax Notes Today, which cover
federal tax, along with State Tax Today, State Tax Notes,
Worldwide Tax Daily, and Tax Notes International.
Based locally in Falls Church, Virginia, Tax Analysts has
been a leading publisher of news and in-depth analysis
of tax law for over forty years. A nonprofit organization
created to “defend the public interest in a policy arena shot
through with private influence,” Tax Analysts publications
are well-regarded for their objective reporting and analysis.
The organization played an important role in the disclosure
of internal IRS rulings and memoranda in the 1970s,
prevailing in litigation against the IRS for access to private
letter rulings (PLRs), and prompting Congress to enact
laws requiring disclosure of technical advice memoranda
(TAMs). These materials were previously unavailable to the
public but are now a standard part of any tax law collection.

Tax Analysts Web Services indexes articles by Internal
Revenue Code section and by subject. It allows the
researcher to search the full text of articles with an advanced
search page. Articles can be viewed in HTML or PDF format
for printing or viewing on an iPad, Kindle, or other device.
The service includes access to underlying source
documents such as judicial decisions, proposed legislation,
Treasury regulations, numerous IRS materials, Congressional
Research Service reports, and other news releases.
Several Tax Analysts staff members are affiliated with
the George Washington University. Cara Griffith, Editorin-Chief of Tax Analysts State Publications, received a J.D.
from the Law School in 2001, and David Brunori, Deputy
Publisher of Tax Analysts, is a professorial lecturer at the
Law School and research professor at the Trachtenberg
School of Public Policy and Public Administration.
Current J.D. and M.B.A. candidate Gordon Yu recently
published “Formulation and Enforcement of ‘Amazon’
Taxes,” 67 State Tax Notes 321 (Feb. 4, 2013). A
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